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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate how new bilingual vocabulary is acquired through Iterative Back-Translation (IBT), which
is known as a data augmentation method for machine translation from monolingual data of both source and target
languages. To reveal the acquisition process, we first identify the word translation pairs in test data that do not exist in
a bilingual data but do only in two monolingual data, then observe how many pairs are successfully translated by the
translation model trained through IBT. We experimented on it with domain adaptation settings on two language pairs.
Our experimental evaluation showed that more than 60% of the new bilingual vocabulary is successfully acquired
through IBT along with the improvement in the translation quality in terms of BLEU. It also revealed that new bilingual
vocabulary was gradually acquired by repeating IBT iterations. From the results, we present our hypothesis on the
process of new bilingual vocabulary acquisition where the context of the words plays a critical role in the success of
the acquisition.
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1. Introduction

Back-Translation (BT) (Sennrich et al., 2016a) is
a common data augmentation method emplyed in
Neural Machine Translation. It uses the target-
side monolingual data to create a pseudo-bilingual
data by employing a reverse-directional translation
model. Iterative Back-Translation (IBT) (Hoang
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018) is a bi-directional
extension of BT. IBT uses two monolingual data
of both languages and repeats two processes of
creating a pseudo-bilingual data of both directions
and updating the translation models of both direc-
tions. While previous researches has experimen-
tally demonstrated the effectiveness of IBT, its rea-
son has not been sufficiently elucidated.

In this work, we show that IBT has the unique
property of acquiring new bilingual vocabulary
solely from two monolingual data and it could be
one of the main reasons of its effectiveness. To
unveil the acquisition process of IBT, we examine
domain adaptation scenarios, where the target do-
main has many novel words that are never used in
the source domain. There’s no way initial transla-
tion models trained solely from the source domain
data can translate them into their correpoonding
target words. By applying IBT, we will see if the
updated models can translate them correctly.

For each language, we identify the set of the
target domain specific words (TDSWs) that do
not exist in the corresponding side of the source
bilingual data but only in the target monolingual
data. From the word aligned sentences in the tar-
get domain test data, we search for the TDSW
pairs in both languages and define them as Ac-
quirable Bilingual Vocabulary (ABV). By checking

if the source TDSWs are correctly translated into
the corresponding TDSWs in the target language,
we calculate the success rate of word translation
with regard to ABV, which is used as our new eval-
uation metric referred to as Acquisition Rate of
Aquirable Bilingual Vocabulary (ARABV). Hu et al.
(2019) used a similar metric to see the translation
accuracy of unseen in-domain words.

Our experiment was conducted in two differ-
ent domain adaptation settings on two language
pairs. The results indicated that IBT successfully
improved the ARABV along with the BLEU scores
(Papineni et al., 2002). It also showed that ABV
was gradually acquired by repeating the IBT iter-
ations. From the results, we also present our hy-
pothesis on the process of ABV acquisition where
the context of the words plays a critical role in the
success of the acquisition.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains IBT. Section 3 explains proce-
dure for deriving ARABV. Section 4 - 5 describe
the experimental setting and results, and detailed
analysis on them. Finally, Section 6 presents our
hypothesis on the process of ABV acquisition.

2. Related Work

Guo et al. (2021) investigated the compositional
generalization ability of IBT on artificial seq2seq
tasks. Although the compositional generalization
and the acquisition ability of new words can have
some relation, it is not so obvious. We directly an-
alyzed the IBT’s acquisition ability of new words on
machine translation tasks.

Fadaee and Monz (2018) revealed difficult-to-
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Figure 1: Iterative Back-translation process

predict words benefit most from Back-Translation.
Since their analysis and method only consider
words that appear in bilingual data, it is not clear
whether words that appear only in monolingual re-
sources can be translated. In addition, the method
they investigated is Back-Translation, which is
much less effective for acquisition of new words
than IBT as we will show in a later section.

3. Iterative Back-Translation

Figure 1 illustrates Iterative Back-translation (IBT)
process. Let X and Y denote two languages, then
X-Y denote the translation from X to Y.

1. Train ModelX−Y (0) and ModelY−X(0) using
source domain bilingual data (Csrc

X ,Csrc
Y ). Ini-

tialize i to 0.

2. Iterate the following steps:

2.1 Translate target domain monolingual
data Ctgt

Y by ModelY−X(i) and create
pseudo bilingual data (C ′tgt

X , Ctgt
Y ). Us-

ing (C ′tgt
X , Ctgt

Y ) and (Csrc
X , Csrc

Y ), fine-
tune ModelX−Y (i) into ModelX−Y (i+1).

2.2 Do the same on the opposite Y − X di-
rection. Set i← i+ 1.

4. Research Method

In order to investigate how Acquirable Bilingual
Vocabulary(ABV) is acquired through IBT, we first
identify the target domain specific words (TDSWs)
for both language X and Y by comparing source
domain bilingual data (Csrc

X , Csrc
Y ) and target do-

main monolingual data Ctgt
X and Ctgt

Y . Then, we

evaluate translation models in terms of Acquisition
Rate of Acquirable Bilingual Vocabulary (ARABV),
which is defined on the test data by using the
TDSWs. The process is described as follows.

1. The TDSWs DX of the language X is identi-
fied from Ctgt

X and Csrc
X as:

DX = V (Ctgt
X )− V (Csrc

X )

where V (C) denotes the set of words in the
data C. Likewise, DY = V (Ctgt

Y )− V (Csrc
Y ) is

identified.

2. A word alignment tool is applied to the test
data of the target domain T = {(sX , sY )} to
obtain a set of aligned word pairs A(sX , sY ) =
{(wX , wY )} for each sentence pair (sX , sY ).
In this paper, we employed the word alignment
tool provided in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) 1.

3. For each word alignment A(sX , sY ), we iden-
tify the ABV B(sX , sY ), which is the word pairs
of TDSWs:

B(sX , sY ) =

{(wX , wY )|(wX , wY ) ∈ A(sX , sY )

∧wX ∈ DX ∧ wY ∈ DY }

4. Our evaluation metric ARABV (MX−Y ) of a
translation model MX−Y is defined as follows.

ARABV (MX−Y ) =∑
(sX ,sY )∈T

∣∣∣∣ {wX |(wX , wY ) ∈ B(sX , sY )
∧wY ∈MX−Y (sX)}

∣∣∣∣∑
(sX ,sY )∈T

|{wX |(wX ,−) ∈ B(sX , sY )}|

where MX−Y (sX) is the translated sentence
of language Y from sX by the translation
model MX−Y .

We evaluate translation models in terms of ARABV
and BLEU, a standard evaluation metric for MT.

5. Experiments

We investigate how ABV is acquired by domain
adaptation using IBT by checking ARABV from a
translation results of the translation model. We
also investigate the impact of data preprocessing
and differences in monolingual data on ARABV. To
evaluate translation performance and acquisition
of ABV, we use BLEU and ARABV respectively.

1In order to improve the accuracy of the word align-
ments, bilingual sentences of the target domain training
data (Ctgt

X , Ctgt
Y ) is also added to the training data of the

word alignment.
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Figure 2: ARABV by IBT models of En-Ja transla-
tion direction

Figure 3: BLEU by IBT models of En-Ja translation
direction

5.1. Dataset
We use the En-Jp dataset of The Kyoto Free Trans-
lation Task (KFTT) (Neubig, 2011) as source do-
main bilingual data and Asian Scientific Paper Ex-
cerpt Corpus (ASPEC) (Nakazawa et al., 2016)
as target domain monolingual data. To use the
ASPEC as monolingual data, 1M sentence pairs
taken from the training data of the ASPEC are di-
vided into two halves, each of which has 500k sen-
tence pairs. From them, we created two pairs of
monolingual data, CP and NCP. CP consists of the
first halves of both languages, so that they com-
pose a comparable data. NCP consists of the first
half in English and the latter half in Japanese, so
that they are non-comparable with each other. CP
examples an ideal setting because ABV appears in
the same context in the monolingual data of each
language, while NCP examples a the realistic set-
ting because ABV does not always appear in the
same context. We found 806 and 796 pairs of ABV
on the ASPEC test data with respect to CP and
NCP, respectively.

Figure 4: ARABV by IBT models of Ja-En transla-
tion direction

Figure 5: BLEU by IBT models of Ja-En translation
direction

In addition, we compared two different tokeniza-
tion units, word and subword2. For the word to-
kenization, we employed the word-tokenizer pro-
vided in Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) in
English and the morphological analyzer, Mecab
(Kudo et al., 2004), in Japanese. For the subword
tokenization, we employed SentencePiece (Kudo
and Richardson, 2018).

5.2. Results
Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5 show experimental results
of ARABV and BLEU in the En-Ja and Ja-En di-
rections, respectively. The results show that re-
peating IBT process gradually increases ARABV
and improves the translation performance (BLEU).
Similar results are observed for Ja-En direction.
These results suggest that IBT can acquire ABV,

2For the word setting, we put all words in ABV in the
target vocabulary of NMT models so that they can output
those in target sentences. On the other hand for the
subword setting, we did not add any subwords for ABV.
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a property that contributes to improved translation
performance. When comparing CP and NCP set-
ting, CP performed better but NCP still achieved
good ARABV and BLEU. Several examples of cor-
rectly acquired non-trivial ABV are (dielectic,誘電),
(nonlinear, 非線形), (broadband, 広帯域), (super-
conducting, 超伝導), (diffraction, 回析), (perfora-
tion, 穿孔), (dialysis, 透析), (antibody, 抗体), (le-
sion,病変), (ligament,靭帯), etc.

Subword achieved a higher ARABV than word.
This indicates the advantage of using subwords as
a basic unit of MT. Basically, there’s no way the ini-
tial model (Model(0)) can acquire any of ABV since
it knows nothing about TDSWs. However, a small
amount of ABV was correctly translated in the sub-
word setting. This is because the transliteration
type of ABV (e.g. albumin and アルブミン (a-ru-
bu-mi-n, ’albumin’), UHV and UHV, etc.) can be
easily translated by using subwords. On the other
hand, the result also shows that IBT still improves
ARABV even on the word setting. That indicates
that the use of subwords is not a prerequisite for
ABV acquisition.

6. Detailed Analysis

In this section, we conduct an analysis to explain
why ABV is acquired through IBT. Hereinafter. we
use experimental results in the subword setting.
Firstly, we classify word pairs in ABV into four types
by looking at the Japanese side as follows.

identical Japanese and English words are same.

kanji The Japanese word consists of only Kanji,
Chinese characters. This type examples non-
trivial bilingual words with each other.

katakana The Japanese word consists of only
Katakana, Japanese phonograms. This type
examples the Japanese and English words
are transliteration with each other.

others Those other than any of above.

Table 1 shows examples of bilingual words for
each type. We calculated ARABVs type by type.
The following analysis is conducted for the first
three types, excluding "others".

6.1. Word Frequency
To see how the number of occurrences of ABV
in monolingual data affects ARABV, we grouped
words in the ABV into bins according to their fre-
quency in the monolingual data and examined
ARABV for each group. Figure 6 shows the results
of ARABV by type and number of occurrences in
the monolingual data in the En-Ja direction.

This result shows that, in general, the more fre-
quently the word appears, the higher its ARABV

Type English Japanese
identical MIC MIC

kanji transfusion 輸血
(yu-ke-tsu, ‘transfusion’)

katakana intranet イントラネット
(i-n-to-ra-ne-Q-to, ‘intranet’)

others convulsion けいれん
(ke-i-re-n, ‘convulsion’)

Table 1: Examples of word pair type

ABV Translation
Source Target Result

同軸 光ファイバ
coaxial ( dō-ji-ku, ( hi-ka-ri-fa-i-ba,

‘coaxial’ ) ‘optical fiber’ )
防臭

(bō-shū, deodorization antibacterial
‘deodorization’)

Table 2: examples of incorrect translation

becomes. It also shows that the ABV of "identi-
cal" and "katakana" type is still acquired even if
its frequency is low. That is because introduction
of subword itself enables transliteration (Sennrich
et al., 2016b).

6.2. ABV that cannot be Acquired
We examine what the ABV source word whose tar-
get word is not acquired through IBT is wrongly
translated into. An example of the results is shown
in Table 2. The word "coaxial" in the ABV in the
table was often translated into "光ファイバ" (hi-ka-
ri-fa-i-ba, ‘optical fiber’) instead of "同軸" (dō-ji-ku,
‘coaxial’). This is because the contexts in which
they appear are close, and "光ファイバ" appears
more frequently in the training data. These results
suggest that the context of the word plays a critical
role in the success of the acquisition.

6.3. Experimet on different language
setting

We also experiment on De-En datasets with
CP+subword setting. As source and target do-
main data, we use News Commentary consisting
of 201,288 sentences and Europarl consisting of
1,920,209 sentences of WMT14 Dataset, respec-
tively. To increase the size of ABV, we combined
the test data taken from WMT06, 07 and 08 to
get that of 6K sentences in Europarl domain. We
found 574 pairs of ABV on them.

Figure 7 and 8 show the results of ARABV and
BLEU in each language direction. Even in this
setting, ABV is acquired by IBT. Several examples
of correctly acquired ABV are (Klaß, Klass),
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Figure 6: ARABV by number of occurrences in the monolingual data in the En-Ja direction

(audiovisuellen, audiovisual), (gütlich, civilised),
(Mitentscheidung, codecision), (verehrte, hon-
ourable), (Bürgerbeauftragten, Ombudsman),
(Supranationalität, supranationality), etc.

7. Discussion

The principle of the acquisition of a ABV by IBT
can be explained as follows.

Suppose we have a word pair (x, y) in the ABV.
The initial translation model ModelX−Y (0) in IBT
may be unable to translate x appeared in the
monolingual corpus of language X correctly but still
be able to translate its context, say context(x), into
language Y. Therefore, the created pseudo paral-
lel corpus has pairs of sentences containing x (and
context(x)) on X side and the translation of x’s con-
text, say TransX−Y (context(x)), on Y side. Then,
it is to be used to train the opposite directional
translation model ModelY−X(1), which may learn
a translation rule from TransX−Y (context(x)) into
x and context(x). Since it is expected that
TransX−Y (context(x)) is similar to context(y),
ModelX−Y (1) has a chance to translate y and
context(y) appeared in the monolingual corpus of
Y into x and context(x). During IBT iterations,
once ModelX−Y (i) successfully translate y and
context(y) into x and context(x), the next round
of pseudo parallel corpus has that translation pair
so that ModelY−X(i + 1) may learn to translate
y to x. Again, once ModelY−X successfully ac-
quire that translation pair, it also contributes to train
ModelX−Y to translate x into y.

That hypothesis explains the gradual acquisition
through IBT shown in Section 4.2. Section 5.1
demonstrated that words that are more frequent
in monolingual data have a higher chance of be-
ing acquired. Additionally, Section 5.3 showed that
ABV acquisition is more likely to occur for words
with similar contextual usage. These findings sup-

Figure 7: ARABV and BLEU by IBT models of En-
De translation direction

Figure 8: ARABV and BLEU by IBT models of De-
En translation direction

port the our hypothesis on the acquisition process.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we revealed IBT can acquire ABV. In
addition, the process and conditions of ABV acqui-
sition were dusscussed. Our experimental results
suggest that context of the word plays a critical role
in the success of the acquisition.
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